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Kits include clothing and storage option noted plus:
- 12 cal/cm² Helmet 
 and Face shield
- Safety Glasses and Ear  Canal Inserts 
-  Insulating Rubber Glove Kit 
 (optional) *Backpack Kits with
  Gloves exclude Gloves Kit Canvas 
 Storage Bag

- TR-9ELK: 9 Pc Basic 
 Electricans Tool Roll Included 
 with Backpack Kits (only)

DESC________________________
Long Sleeve Balaclava Hooded T-Shirt (Gray)
Simple Hi-Waist Pant(Gray)

Shirt and Pant Kit (Gray) in an Arc Faceshield Storage Bag 

Shirt and Pant Kit (Gray) In a Deluxe Backpack with Tool Kit

Shirt and Pant Kit (Gray) in an Arc Flash Storage Canister

PN_____________
CUL11TBAL-(SIZE)............
CUL12PT-(SIZE)................

CUL11-K-(SIZE)..................

BPK-CUL11-K-(SIZE)........

AFSC-CUL11-K-(SIZE).....

Pant:
- Simplicity with attention to detail 
- Indura  Ultra-Soft® material
- FR hook and loop ankle adjustment
- High elastic waist for comfort and ample                           
 overlap with shirt and/or coat
-- 2 “Slash Pockets” for access to daily wear

Balaclava Hooded Long Sleeve T-Shirt
- Long Sleeve T-Shirt portion of the garment is an airy, comfortable
 blend that is oversized to fit comfortably over the top of daily wear. 
- Attached balaclava hood is designed to be comfortable when worn
 “up” for Category 2, or “down” for Category 1.
- By combining these task wear garments into one unit you 
  can assure your balaclava is always WITH your PPE Kit.  
- Indura Ultra-Soft® Knit Material
- Nomex® knit wrist cuffs

Innovation and the lightest most comfortable Arc Flash PPE 
Category 2 Task Wear available. Designs created after years 
of first-hand market research.    

11 and 12 cal/cm² Task Wear

An industry leading, light weight series loaded with features:
 - Meets current ASTM F1506 standards
  - Meets current ASTM F1959/F1959M-99
   

The Cementex UltraLite Series takes innovative design and the latest and greatest
technologies to make the lightest, most comfortable Arc Flash PPE Task 
Wear available. The gray color allows for easy recognition of contaminated
areas and has significantly cooler feel in the outdoor sun (also available in 
navy). With many of the usefull benefits of the “Feature Series”; Cementex
UltraLite Task Wear is proudly Made with USA labor and materials to insure 
quality, and peace of mind.  quality, and peace of mind.  
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